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Abstract
Society is so influenced by technology that the rhythm of daily life has changed. Inventions and gadgets
of today have molded the aspects of interaction. The ability to be “somewhere else” while being with someone
has created a disconnect with present day interactions and behaviors. This has enabled people to not “Be Here
Now” because their physical presence is not important anymore. Technology has provided society with an option
to be somewhere else all the time.
On the other hand, digital technologies and breakthroughs in the realm of architecture has provided designers the ability to create free-flowing, intensely complex buildings that are able to show their specific design
intent. The need to use technologies to create places to bring people back into the “now” is a challenge. Emphasizing visual and aural experiences in design will break these split worlds we live in and will enhance different
experiences.
The Center for Music Technology unifies a busy, broken corner in the Back Bay of Boston. The in fill project establishes a continuity to Bolyston Street, while addressing pedestrian circulation issues on Massachusetts
Ave. The corner plaza offers chance interaction and performance areas for the community that generates an
active hardscape. Public program on the first level such as retail and dining reinforce the Bolyston axis. The public rise to the second level where the 200 seat performance hall offers internal and external performances that
enriches the experience.
The two education towers are lifted up from the public zone to provide privacy and focus for the production, editing, and practicing of music. The towers twist and shift to create interior and exterior break out spaces.
This procedure of twisting and shifting breaks the towers and creates an atrium space for chance encounters
and interactions.
The program of the towers are enclosed in a series of trussed frame boxes. Column lines run the height
of the towers while the cross bracing of the frames provide stability and strength. There are two cores that
provide vertical circulation as well as services and mechanical. Each level is serviced separately according to the
demands. The towers are cladded with a perforated metal mesh system that changes according to the use of
each box. The solid sound stages and mixing studios have one panel system that differs from the more open
panel at the education boxes. These panels have different perforations that enable the users to view out to the
urban environment.
The center provides Berklee with much needed space while unifying two busy streets in Boston. The new
design will create different experiences for the public and help ground them in their surroundings and make them
aware of the urban environment around them.
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Berklee College of Music: Center for Music Technology
Boston Massachusetts

“Shock someone out of a sense of acceptance and distraction, everyone just walks through architecture without even noticing it so I do believe in the project of critical architecture where you need to actually disrupt someone’s lifestyle enough that they break out of their habits and pay attention to their
environment...”
_Greg Lynn

INTRODUCTION/ PROBLEM STATEMENT
Society is so influenced by technology that the rhythm of daily life has changed. Inventions and
gadgets of today have molded the aspects of interaction. The ability to be “somewhere else”
while being with someone has created a disconnect with present day interactions and behaviors.
This has enabled people to not “Be Here Now” because their physical presence is not important
anymore. Technology has provided society with an option to be somewhere else all the time.
On the other hand, digital technologies and breakthroughs in the realm of architecture has provided designers the ability to create free-flowing, intensely complex buildings that are able to
show their specific design intent. The need to use technologies to create places to bring people
back into the “now” is a challenge. Emphasizing visual and aural experiences in design will break
these split worlds we live in and will enhance different experiences.
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PROJECT STATEMENT

__The design proposal is a center for music technology for the Berklee College of Music. The technology
of music will blend with the technology of design to create a new, different place. The concept is to develop generative proposals that break the norms of “everyday life” through the creation of digital tools
and processes. The ability to “disrupt someone’s lifestyle” is not done out of negative intentions, but to
inspire one to break out and experience something new and exciting. Digital technologies enhance the
process to provide key information in order to design and construct.
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PROGRAM OUTLINE AND AREAS
RESEARCH zone:
Shared Music Studios with
Control room and Isolation rooms _
4@ 2100sf
8,400sf
Whisper room for recording purposes and provides space for video authoring capabilities as well. A partial listing of equipment includes a dual processor G4, 36GB of storage space, Motormix fading controller, Mackie CR1604 analog console, two
Lexicon effects processors, K2500S keyboard/sampler, MIDI patch bay, and DVD/CD recording drives.
Citation_ Music Technology at North Western University

Shared Scoring Stages with
Control room and Isolation rooms_
4@3,000sf
12,000sf
Similar to the shared music studios, these stages are for large ensembles and classes in order to have adequate space
for interactive lessons and practices.
Media Labs_
8@ 650sf
5,200sf
Macintosh computers hosting a suite of multimedia applications. 5-channel speaker system and a slew of audio and MIDI
peripherals.
Citation_ Music Technology at North Western University

Computer Labs_
2@ 1000sf
2,000sf
Separate from the Media Labs, these computer labs offer spaces for general study and accommodate some of the applications that the Media Labs offer.
Labs_
4@ 500sf
2,000sf
These labs offer all of the latest technological equipment needed for serious research and development studies. They are
interactive enabling the public to view in to see what type of research is going on.
Individual Music Rooms_
10@100sf
1000sf
Linked near the Music Studios, these individual rooms enable students to get the privacy they need when working on projects and performing music
Office Wing with Conference Rooms _
2@2500sf
5,000sf
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Manufacturing Lab_
1@3,000sf
3,000sf
The construction of new instruments and auditory devices will be developed in the manufacturing lab in parallel with the
explorations done in other labs. The ability to fabricate and construct these technologically advanced instruments on site
will give great advantages to the phases of research and development.
Media Library_
2,000sf
2,000sf
An increasing digital lab that houses collections of documents (books, scores, periodicals, commercial and unpublished
music recordings, videos...) allowing for their combined use by library patrons on- and off-site.
Citation_ The IRCAM Multimedia Library: a Digital Music Library by Michael Fingerhut

Support and Mech_

5@500sf

2500sf

PERFORMANCE zone:
Studios for small performances_
2@ 3,000sf
6,000sf
These studios will house the technological research projects to show the development of the school as a whole. These
spaces will be experiential designs that push the limits of technology and architecture.
Rehearsal Studios_
2@ 1,000sf
2,000sf
Rehearsal spaces for the main theater and studios for practice and preparation.
Support and Mech_

1,200sf

1,200sf
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PUBLIC zone:
Coffee House/ Lounge_

1000sf

1000sf

Experiential Galleries_
3@1000sf
3,000sf
The public access that culminates with the main theater, these galleries express the ideals of the center and bring the
public in to focus on their surroundings to generate pure experiential feelings.
Support and Mech_

1,000sf

1,000sf

RESEARCH

45,100SF

PERFORMANCE

14,700SF

PUBLIC

3,900SF

TOTAL NET

58,200SF

TOTAL GROSS SF @ NET x1.3

75,660SF
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AREA ALLOCATIONS/ INTERRELATIONS AND ADJACENCIES

The center will be broken up into a series of zones:
Faculty and Student zone
Performance zone
Gallery zone
__The public will have a series of experiences while circulating through the Gallery
zone to the Performance zone. These spaces are designed to ground the public in
the building, making them focus on their surroundings. These feelings will culminate
by entering into a performance hall for a show. The students and staff help mold
these gallery spaces with their research and development. The studios and labs
provide the much needed space for technological advances and discoveries. The
interaction between public and student (private) will form in the gallery zone and the
performance zone by the interaction of performance and sensory experience. The
building is a series of interactions that create a whole new experience that is formed
by technology.
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NARRATIVES

Student: Students at the Center for Advanced Musical Technology start their day with a
normal student schedule. However, seminars and lectures are deeply focused in new developments and techniques in music technology. A group of students have a semester long
project that they have been working on intensely. They split up using the Media Lab and
Lab spaces doing their research and work. The group meets up and moves through the
exhibitions in the gallery spaces toward the cafeteria for lunch. Half the group continues
doing research in the Media Library while some go back to other campus buildings for other
classes of study.
The studies bring about new models and instruments that emphasize new advances in the
music world. The group is set to perform and present their findings in one of the studios at
the end of the semester. A series of groups set up for a student exhibition open to everyone that displays their research and work.
Public: The public grabs a coffee and lunch on their break and goes to see the student
work. Calendars show when the Main Theater is being utilized for performances. While walking through the exhibits, the public notices new discoveries in the field of music and reflects on the advancing technologies. They see all the student work that has been done
throughout the semester and enjoy the new experiences that are formed. Friday night, the
Main Theater is sold out, the public meanders through the galleries and settles in the theater for the entertainment. The interaction between student and public are interconnected
and strong through these zones. The building is a new experience that is formed from the
intense research done and the advancements in technology that enables the architecture
to be expressive and unique.
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PROGRAM PRECEDENTS
Berklee College of Music_ Boston, Massachusetts
Music Technology
Stephen Croes, Dean
* Music Production and Engineering
* Music Synthesis
The Music Production and Engineering Department recording studio complex consists of 12 professional production facilities, which include multitrack digital and analog recording capability, automated mixdown, digital
audio editing, video postproduction, 5.1 multichannel surround mixing, and comprehensive signal-processing
equipment.
Music Production and Engineering students acquire extensive hands-on experience with a wide array of professional studio equipment and multiformat systems. In collaboration with students from the Professional
Performance, Professional Writing, Professional Education, and Music Technology divisions, MP&E majors
gain specialized experience in producing and engineering a wide range of contemporary music styles.
The recording studio complex has room configurations optimized for effective teaching and professional-level
student production needs. The facilities are appointed with industry-standard equipment from Solid State
Logic, Neve, GML, DigiDesign, Lexicon, Neumann, Quested, Sonic Solutions, Sony, Studer, Yamaha, and other
manufacturers.
There are five multitrack control rooms appointed with 24-track Studer and Otari analog 2” tape machines,
8 to 32 tracks of DigiDesign ProTools, and 8 tracks of Tascam DA-88 digital storage plus video playback and
synchronization capability. Three of these multiformat studios feature 5.1 multichannel surround mixdown
options. Six additional studio/classrooms support 8–16 channels of DigiDesign ProTools, 8 tracks of Tascam
DA-88 multitrack storage, video playback, dubbing, and synchronization. The 12th facility is a multiformat
dubbing and editing studio. Here, students have virtually 24-hour access to DigiDesign ProTools digital audio workstations, CD burners, DAT, cassette, and analog formats. “Black Box” experimentation and analog
alignment assignments are also facilitated in this room. All 12 studios have high-speed access to the college
Intranet and Internet services.
www.berklee.edu/facilities/recording_studios.html
12

program precedents

IRCAM (Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique)_
Paris, France
European institute for science about music and sound and avant garde electro-acoustical art music. It is situated next to, and is organizationally linked with, the Centre Pompidou in Paris. The extension of the building
has been designed by Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IRCAM
IRCAM is one of the world’s largest public research center dedicated to both musical expression and
scientific research. Over 150 people - including composers, researchers, engineers, performers, and technicians - contribute to the institute’s activities.IRCAM is the world’s leading center for computer-music training.
IRCAM offers several educational workshops that enable teachers to present a special encounter between their students and contemporary musical creation. In keeping with their multidisciplinary vocation and
mission of creation, the Centre Pompidou and IRCAM offer are offering a pilot project in art education that
builds bridges between visual art, sonic art, and new technologies.
Works for acoustic instruments and real-time electronics are progressively making up their own repertoire.
IRCAM has joined forces with conservatories, music schools, and instrumental ensembles to organize an
annual series of courses intended for novice musicians and young music professionals. The role of the Department for the Coordination of Scientific and Musical Research is to create productive links between the
scientific and musical research communities in IRCAM as well as with IRCAM’s partners outside the institute.
These links are built around six main forms of activity.
Music Research centers around Activity of music research through the organization of thematic work
groups (on score following, orchestration, physical model synthesis, musical and choreographic gesture
tracking) as well as collaboration of composers working on research and musical productions. This activity
also includes the development of relations with other centers active in creative musical production.
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program precedents

Georgia Tech Center for Music Technology_ Atlanta, Georgia
Class Description
MUSI 6001 - Music Perception & Cognition - 3 Credit Hours
This course examines how humans process musical sound, including topics such as the auditory system,
psychacoustics, music cognition, and psychology.
MUSI 6002 - Interactive Music - 3 Credit Hours
Theoretical and practical issues in computer supported interactive music. The course involves readings, class
discussions, student presentations, and the design of a final project.
MUSI 6003 - Music Technology History & Repertoire - 3 Credit Hours
Overview of the history, aesthetics, and technology of electronic and computer music over the past century
through selected readings, musical analysis, and individual research projects.
MUSI 6004 - Technology Ensemble - 3 Credit Hours
Practice and performance of original and repertoire works in live audio settings using commercial and propriety technology.
MUSI 7100 - Music Technology Research Lab - 12 Credit Hours
Advisor guided research and creative work in music technology. Investigation of novel technological and artistic concepts. Design and develop new hardware, software, and musical artifacts.
Computer Music Research and Engineering
The Computer Music Research and Engineering concentration focuses on the design and development of
novel enabling music technologies.
“Our goal is to build an international center for creative and technological research in music that will redefine
the way we create, perform, listen to and consume music,” says Dr. Gil Weinberg, co-founder and director of
the Georgia Tech Center for Music Technology.
http://gtcmt.coa.gatech.edu/
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PROGRAM DIAGRAMS

Gross SF of zones
RESEARCH

45,100SF

PERFORMANCE

14,700SF

PUBLIC

3,900SF
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PROGRAM EXCERCISE
The progression of digital
technology has expanded
the possibilities of design
in architecture. Because of
this, there is an ability to
generate different and multiple forms with ease.
Variation creates
Interesting exercises in the
overall process of design.

Simple extrusion of program

Taking the basic program
diagram and extruding it
to give it three dimensions
creates interaction between
each piece of program.
From there, different operations are performed to
sculpt and mold these
pieces into varied forms.
There is a new interaction
between each piece which
can be manipulated in a
series of ways.
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Transformation of extrusions vary forms and interactions
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PROBLEM THEMES/ ARCHITECTURAL INTENTIONS

The ideas of creating generative architecture come from development and processes
derived from certain constraints. Because of this, specific precedents outside of building types can be important in terms of “concept” and “generation” of ideas. Concepts of
“sound” and “nature” could be interesting generators to start the process. Does function always come first with design? Can form overcome the rigors of designing in one dimension?
How does one interpret spatial conditions without 3 or 4 dimensions (time)? These questions provide constraints in which new experiential architecture can be performed in order
to provoke new ideas and experiences.
With the uprising of digital tools, there has been a direct correlation to manufacturing processes and design. The need for architects to obtain these skills in their profession is very
important in the interaction and interpretation of construction documents and techniques.
Utilizing new machines, the ability to interact with robots creates “repetition of differentiation”. These machines do not care what they are cutting or putting together. The interfaces enable architects to create variation in design with the ability to construct with increasing ease. Presenting these techniques is very interesting in the overall development of the
project.
The building will interact with the surroundings to draw audiences in. The land/hardscapes
are integral in the overall texture and layering of the design. The spaces will be generated
to provide different visual and aural experiences that take people out of their “norm” and
ground them in the building. The entire building will be a series of experiences that break
people of acceptance and help notice the new interactions that should be taking place in
today’s world.
18
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Music Technology_ robots

Musical robot composes, performs and teaches
October 3, 2006
By Matthew Abshire
CNN

ATLANTA, Georgia (CNN) -- A professor of musical technology at Georgia Tech, Gil Weinberg, enlisted the support of graduate student Scott Driscoll
to create Haile -- the first truly robotic musician. In this way, he became a sort of Geppetto creating his musical Pinocchio.“Computers have been
playing music for 50 years,” Driscoll said. “But we wanted to create something that didn’t just play back what it heard, but play off it, too.”
Think of Haile (pronounced Hi-lee) as a robotic partner in the percussion form of dueling banjos. Although it has numerous musical algorithms programmed into it, Haile’s basic function is to “listen” to what musicians are playing and play along with them. (Watch as Haile keeps the beat -- 5:11)
If the musicians change the beat or rhythm, Haile is right there with them.“With Haile there are two levels of musical knowledge .... The basic level
is to teach it to learn to identify music, to imitate,” Weinberg said.“The higher level is stability of rhythm, to be able to distinguish between similar rhythms. In essence, Haile has the ability to recognize if a rhythm is more chaotic or stable, and can adjust its playing accordingly.”This isn’t
Weinberg’s first foray into music technology. At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, he developed electronic software that allowed anyone
to manipulate musical forms quickly and easily.Haile is the next, complicated step in Weinberg’s path.“I ultimately wanted to explore acoustics,”
he said as he explained why he felt constrained by his earlier creations. “None of my previous work had the physical or visual cues of the acoustic
world. This led me towards the creation of Haile.”There have been technological creations of various instruments, including Web sites lemurbots.
org and ensemblerobot.org that boast several robotic creations that play programmed pieces.However, attempts to develop a machine that could
produce music independent of programmable pieces hadn’t been realized. Either the machine was too predictable, or its sound was too electronic.
Weinberg believes Haile is the solution to these problems.
The robotic drummer is not only programmed with specific pieces but also with an understanding of countless pitches, rhythms and patterns,
which are used during performances. Like a concert drum solo, Haile never quite plays the same thing twice, but plays off the creations of those
performing around it.“We created Haile as a sort of perceptual accompaniment for a player,” Weinberg said.Heather Elliott-Famularo, who helped
organize SIGGRAPH 2006, where Haile performed in front of a Boston, Massachusetts, audience, marvels at the experience Haile brings to the musical world.“Knowing that Haile is ‘hearing’ the music and responding to the tone, pitch and amplitude of the beat when creating its own drum response is quite moving,” she said.But before audiences notice Haile’s talents, they’ll first see its sleek design. At first glance, people may assume
the creature from the film “Alien” turned into wood and found a rhythm. But this design is not by accident. Weinberg and Driscoll coordinated with
various computer and architectural departments to engineer a memorable robot.
“One of the things that is wonderful about the piece is that Haile, the robot, is visually beautiful, made from layered, polished hardwood,” ElliottFamularo said. “It doesn’t have the metallic robot feel.”
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Music Technology_ robots

Robotic Percussionist_Georgia Tech
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Music Technology_ robots
Robotic Marimba Player Grooves Autonomously with Jazz Pianist
We’ve seen an orchestra’s worth of robotic musicians, but we’ve yet to see one that integrates this perfectly into a piece without any human intervention. Shimon -- a robotic
marimba player created by Georgia Tech’s Guy Hoffman (formerly of MIT), Gil Weinberg
(the director of the Georgia Tech Center for Music Technology) and Roberto Aimi of Alium
Labs -- recently made its stage debut by sensing the music from a piano and reacting accordingly in order to provide complementary percussion. Unlike many alternatives, there’s
absolutely no delay here. Instead, it analyzes the classification of chords, estimates the
human’s tempo and attempts to extract features from the human’s melodic phrases and
styles. What you’re left with a robot musician that goes beyond call-and-response and actually meshes with the Earthling’s playing throughout. The full performance is posted after
the break, and make sure to leave a donation as you exit through the doors on the left.
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Music Technology_ robots
Mobile Music Touch
The loss of functionality of the hands can severely interrupt a person’s life,
and hand rehabilitation can be a long, arduous process. Many patients find
certain traditional therapy exercises, monotonous and un-motivating. The
Mobile Music Touch (MMT) system is designed to provide an engaging, pervasive hand rehabilitation aid. MMT consists of a wireless tactile glove, with a
vibration motor for each finger, and a lightweight computing device such as a
laptop, an MP3 player or a smart phone. When instrumental music is played
the tactile glove vibrates to indicate which fingers play which notes. Thus with
MMT, users can hear a song and feel it playing on their hands. The MMT system can augment the stimulation of the sensory nerves, motivate patients
to use their hands in an engaging manner, and teach them the enjoyable and
relaxing skill of playing an instrument, which may further motivate long term
hand use. MMT can also be used to assist in musical instrument practice by
offering passive stimulus-based training for busy learners who cannot spend
much time with the instrument itself. A pilot study have shown that learners
who received song driven vibration stimuli, were able to learn new songs faster and more accurately.

Handheld musical tools_IRCAM_Georgia Tech
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Music Technology_ robots
Reactable Objects
When you place one side of an object onto the reactable’s surface, it’s like pressing a button on
a synthesizer and letting a noise or a beat loop over and over again. But just putting down one
block would miss the point of the reactable -- there are several types of blocks, with different
shapes and sides, and where you place one in relation to another affects the outcome of the
music.
The position of each object on the reactable’s tabletop surface affects the outcome of the music, giving players a seemingly endless amount of choices.
Music Technology Group/Pompeu Fabra University
The position of each object on the reactable’s tabletop surface affects the outcome of the music, giving players a seemingly endless amount of choices.
There are six different blocks, each with a unique shape and function. Square objects are sound
generators -- rotating a generator changes the frequency, and dragging your finger around an
animated circle can increase or decrease its amplitude (how loud or soft the sound is), much like
controlling the volume on an old television set. A sound can also be cut by making a “cutting”
gesture to the line that connects the object with the center of the table, and you can turn it
back on by touching the animated circle again.
Squares with rounded edges are sound filters, which process sounds by adding different effects. They perform the same thing a guitar pedal might, adding flange, fuzz or feedback-like
resonance to the sounds the instrument would normally produce. If you had a sound generator
giving off a steady, even tone, adding a sound filter next to it would distort the sound to make it
more interesting.
Circular objects are controllers, sending control data to the objects closest to it. This will change
the frequency of the sound wave -- for instance, you could either have a steady, flowing sound
that goes on cleanly and uninterrupted, or you could vary the frequency and give it more of a
wah-wah shape.
Control filters (octagonal, or eight-sided) and audio mixers (pentagonal, or five-sided) are more
geometrically complex, and their jobs are in fact a bit more complex. The two types act as samplers and mixers, allowing musicians to create intricate melody loops and lines that harmonize
and change shape and key.
Global objects, which are hemispheric, are unique in that they have their own field, which is
also in the shape of a circle, that affects every object that falls within that field. They typically
provide a metronome, or keep time, for any object they affect or act as a tonalizer, correcting
notes created by the sound generators and filters.
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Music Technology_ robots

Tech composes the music of fish
By GAYLE WHITE
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
Sunday, February 22, 2009
Imagine that the tail of every fish in the
Georgia Aquarium played an invisible musical instrument.
Whale sharks might sound like bassoons. Angel fish, more like piccolos.
Notes would come fast and furious as fish chased each other. When swimming slowed to a legato, the tune would follow.
Near the surface, a higher pitch; near the floor, lower. The Accessible Aquarium Project is just one of the innovative musical efforts under way
at Georgia Tech, which last fall launched a new Center for Music Technology.Researchers recently demonstrated a small electronic version of the
aquarium project with a fish tank outside the Georgia Aquarium’s gift shop. The idea is for visually impaired visitors to access the experience
through sound. But the program adds an auditory dimension even for those with perfect vision.
Listeners can tell when a new fish enters the range, what kind of fish he is and in what direction he’s moving. Eventually participants will be able to
choose their favorite type of music. Bluegrass anyone? Jazz? Classic rock?
The Accessible Aquarium project is an example of collaboration among several disciplines at Georgia Tech.
Bruce Walker, an associate professor in the School of Psychology and the School of Interactive Computing, is heading the aquarium team. His
research focuses on ways to use sound to convey information, an interest he developed while working for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
Astronauts can’t always sit in front of a control panel, he said, so engineers had to find ways to transmit numbers and data to people who aren’t
watching a computer screen. The answer? Transforming visual information into sound.

Controlling images and lighting as well as sound “really makes you think differently,” Clark said. Sounding a bit like a paraphrase of the
rock opera “Tommy,” he added: “You can see. You can hear. You can feel what’s in your head and heart, and share that with other
people.”
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Architectural Technology_ computer numerically controlled machines
ROBOTS_greg lynn
With the growth of digital design medium there has been an expectation that new materials and new methods of construction must be invented to realize the visions of the designers. Steel, glass, aluminum,
and stone have not been cut by people on site for ages. Instead,
these materials are, cut, shaped, and even constructed by CNC machines. Where once there was a stone saw being operated by a person, now there is a stone saw on a gantry arm controlled by a computer- a robotic cutting machine. Indeed, it is more likely that instead
of a saw these is now a computer-controlled gantry with a jet of water doing the cutting that can move freely in five to seven axes with
great precision. In short, the construction industry is decades ahead
of the design industry.
Only recently have designers begun to learn how to talk to machines.

CNC formwork-workers molding fiberglass onto formwork for bloom house_Greg Lynn Form
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Architectural Technology_ machines

CNC machine milling formwork for the
bloom house_Greg Lynn Form

Finished fiberglass panels for bloom house_Greg Lynn Form
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Architectural Technology_ machines

CNC mill making formwork for Intricate Surfaces exhibition display case_Greg Lynn Form

vacuum-formed polystyrene molds for alessi tea set_Greg Lynn Form
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Architectural Technology_ machines

Mammoth Stereolithography rapid prototyping machine
(SLA) builds large SLA parts up to two meters in length. A
digital three-dimensional object is sliced into layers then buit
up thin layers of liquid polymer which hardens when it is
struck by a laser beam.

CNC stone-cutting gantry saw at Pacific Westline, Inc.

Window Machining for the bloom house_Greg Lynn Form
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________aural architecteture

Aural Architecture_essays
Daniel Libeskind: The links between music and architecture
From the BBC Proms lecture given by the architect and musician
What is music? Music has to do with an enormous discipline. To play an instrument, to read music, to perform music, requires a discipline. This is one of the connecting links between music and
architecture, because both are extremely rigorous engagements. You cannot play music approximately, unless you’re just playing around; if you really want to play a melody, you have to hit every note correctly, and every tempo and every harmony has to be there in order to be audible.
What is music? Music has to do with an enormous discipline. To play an instrument, to read music, to perform music, requires a discipline. This is one of the connecting links between music and
architecture, because both are extremely rigorous engagements. You cannot play music approximately, unless you’re just playing around; if you really want to play a melody, you have to hit every note correctly, and every tempo and every harmony has to be there in order to be audible.
And I think that is true of architecture: you cannot really do architecture approximately, you have
to do it exactly. And what ties them together in my own experience is the element of time and
the element of mathematics. Both of them really are very exact disciplines, they are very precise,
they are both drawn in a certain way, and the drawings, whether they are scores in music or architectural drawings, connect the music.
I’ve always thought that it would be very difficult to do in architecture what some contemporary
composers have suggested in music, to have rotating players, to have players interpret, and yet I
think what architecture can do is involve the audience in it.
The audience has somehow to complete the building. Even though architecture is very precise, because you can’t have people decide how much steel you need to support a roof, I believe a building’s spatiality, its materiality, has to be open so the public can form its own architectural operation on the building. I have always thought that my buildings would be nothing if they were not for
people to construct their meanings.
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Aural Architecture_essays
Alan Cohen Architecture and Music
Music is an interesting entity. It makes you feel happy, sad, relaxed, tense and so on. It recalls memories. For example, a specific song reminds you of a loved one, or a special moment in your life.
It can also be boring. Elevator music is often bland.
Music is also cultural. Every country has its unique instruments and its unique rhythms and harmonies.
Sound and music are related. Music is organized or improvised sound played over a period of time. Everyday sounds may be considered music.
The jingle of trains, trucks, and the random tempo of car horns provide a modern percussion soundtrack.
The hum of a fan or an air conditioner can be a relaxing drone. The sounds of an old boiler or a radiator
can act as an asymmetrical counterpoint to the everyday sounds of the people in that building.
Many, many years ago when I was a senior in high school I borrowed a record from the library. The record contained recordings of musical sculptures. Many of these sculptures produced music using a wind
chime analogy. They produced music when various parts of the sculpture moved and interacted with
each other. The music was interesting and I found this concept was fascinating.
The idea behind these sculptures was simple. Random interactions, a breeze, people walking by and
touching the sculptures, etc. produced random music. Random interactions with random sculptures
produced a random symphony.I think music sculptures or musical architecture is an interesting concept.
When houses and buildings are designed, space and lighting are considered. Why not sound? Why not
create homes and buildings that take advantage of the surrounding sonic environment? Use architecture
to enhance appealing sounds and use architecture to block unwanted sounds.
Music plays an integral part of our lives. MP3s are everywhere. Many people have fancy stereo systems
in their cars because they live a good portion of their lives in their cars. Music relieves the stress and tedium of the day-to-day commute.
We also live a good portion of our lives in our homes. Why not use music or sound to make this portion
of our lives more relaxing and comfortable.When it is hot outside play a recording of a snowstorm. Some
psychologists believe that this may make you feel cooler. If it is cold, play a recording of a fireplace.
Studies have shown that people find the sound of water to be more relaxing than any other sound. Play
a recording of a gentle rainstorm, a country brook, or the sound of the surf when you are tense.
Chimes are an easy musical sculpture to incorporate into your living space. The randomness of this instrument may contribute to a relaxing environment.
Architecture defines our living and working space. Light and space are important. I believe acoustic considerations are also an important architectural contemplation.
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___________site(Boston, Massachusetts)

SITE PROPOSAL
Berklee College of Music Master Plan
The center will be an extension of the Berklee College of Music. Creating this center in an urban city
(Boston) will enhance the diversity that makes a city great. Ideally, the building will be close to the
existing facilities making accessibility efficient.

The project intends to take the needs of the college and expand upon them to unify the surrounding
area and create an exciting place for students and the public. The institution has developed a master
plan for their growth. They have intentions of developing their music technology cirricullum and renovating older buildings to accommodate this growth.
Some of their main objectives within the master plan are:
Creating a vision for Berklee’s campus that inspires the college community, its neighbors, and the City.
Envision a home worthy of a world-class educational institution- a superbly designed urban environment
that enhances its settings and honors its neighbors.
Identify strategies for acquiring and developing additional facilities and creating a demonstrable match
between program and facilities. Move the college from a position of reactionary real estate acquisition to
strategic campus planning and development.
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SITE ANALYSIS
(CONTEXT)
Location:
Fenway and Back Bay
Main corner of Bolyston
and Massachusetts Ave.
source: Goody Clancy
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SITE ANALYSIS
(CONTEXT)
Ideas for Surrounding Area:
The major arteries of Bolyston and
Mass Ave. will provide great
opportunity for the community to
unify with increased public and
educational program in the area.
Source: Goody Clancy
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SITE ANALYSIS
(CONTEXT)
Ongoing Projects in Area:
There are many projects that are
being constructed as well as planned
to create a dense educational zone
mixed with residential and commercial
spaces.

The need to create an inviting urban
streetscape and building that displays
Berklee’s goals and the goals of this
proposal will be the major problem to
analyze and solve.
Source: Goody Clancy
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SITE ANALYSIS
(CONTEXT)
Vehicular and Pedestrian
Circulation
The streets of Bolyston and Mass
Ave. provide amenities that are
easy to get to by car or foot. The
area includes many areas for bike
parking provides different ways of
travel.
Source: Goody Clancy
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SITE ANALYSIS
(CONTEXT)
Public Transportation:
The two radii show walking times to
the center of the site. 5 minute and
10 minute walking distances show
that there are many different zones
surrounding the Berklee area. The
close proximity can also be reached
by the T transportation system.
There is a T stop located Northeast
of the Bolyston, Mass Ave.
intersection. The availability of public
transportation and close proximity
to areas decreases the dependence
of cars which hurts the
environment.

Source: Goody Clancy
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SITE ANALYSIS
(building scale)

MTA_RFP
The Massachusetts
Turnpike Authority has
laid out air rights to different parcels over Interstate 90. The ability
to build over the turnpike enables an inviting
program to address the
busy corner and rest of
the site.
Source: MassTurnpikeAuthority
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SITE ANALYSIS
(building scale)
Zoning_Use Diagram

PARCEL 13

Parcel 13 is located at
the intersection of Bolyston St. and Mass
Ave. The development of
an institutional program
will unify the corner with
the existing program
along these streets.
Source: MassTurnpikeAuthority
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SITE ANALYSIS
(building scale)

Retaining Walls:
retaining walls line the
turnpike creating a
structural opportunity to
span across the road.
This will enable
opportunities for study on
how to address the street
level at Mass. Ave. and
Bolyston St.
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SITE ANALYSIS
(building scale)

Cross Section:

200’
height limit

40’

118’

The building will sit on top
of the turnpike, filling in
the void between Tower
Records and Bolyston St.
The implications will be in
filling the corner to complete its edge.
Source: MassTurnpikeAuthority
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SITE ANALYSIS_ A Civic Vision_BRA

Parcel 13 should foster a lively pedestrian-friendly public realm along
Massachusetts Ave. and Bolyston St.
Street Level:
Shops and similar active uses that enliven public realm are highly desirable
along Mass Ave and Bolyston. There should be a mix of diverse independent
businesses rather than large chain stores.
A new public entry and lobby space for the Green Line stations should face
Mass. Ave.
A portion of this street frontage could be used for a public performance
space or other cultural uses.
No blank walls or parking levels should face onto public sidewalks along Mass
Ave and Bolyston.
New development should provide for enhanced pedestrian crossings, including bulb-outs and curb extensions at these intersections.
Public sidewalks should be wide (a minimum of 24 feet) and animated with
outdoor activities.
Buildings along Mass. Ave. and both sides of Bolyston St. should form street
walls that line sidewalks in a manner similar to the existing street walls along
these streets.
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A Civic Vision_BRA

Buildings on these parcels should occupy as much of the street frontage as
possible.
Buildings facing directly onto Mass. Ave. and Bolyston St. should reinforce
the existing visual vitality and diversity of these streets. Appropriate street
wall heights in these areas generally range between four and six stories (approximately 50 to 75 feet).To encourage variety, portions of these street
walls could reflect height and massing comparable to the Tower Records
building which is eight stories and 118 feet tall.
The Tower Records building offers a mix of exciting design elements that
represent a desirable precedent for buildings on the air rights parcels. These
new buildings should incorporate the qualities and spirit exemplified by the
building.
The design at street level facing Mass. Ave. and Bolyston St. should enliven
the pedestrian experience by including creative signage and lighting, handsome store fronts (at least half of the street frontage should be transparent), awnings, and/or other pedestrian friendly elements.
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SITE ANALYSIS
(climate)

Source:
gaisma.com
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Statistic
Units
Temperature
Mean Value
F
High Temperature
Mean Value
F
Low Temperature
Mean Value
F
Precipitation
Mean Monthly Value In
Snowfall
Mean Monthly Value In

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

28.6 30.4 38.7 48

May Jun

Jul

Aug

58.3 67.6 73.6 72

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

64.8 54.9 45.3 33.6

Average
51.3

35.8 37.6 45.9 55.9 66.6 76.3 81.9

79.9 72.9 62.8 52.2 40.5

59

21.6

23

31.3

40.3 49.8 59.2 65.1

64

56.8 46.9 38.3 26.8

43.6

3.7

3.8

3.8

3.7

3.4

3.2

3

3.4

3.2

3.4

4.4

4.2

3.6

12.6

13

7.3

1.2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.4

8.6

3.7

3.7

8.9

14.6

19.8

23.1

22.2 18.2

12.7

7.4

.9

10.73

7.7

13.3

19.2

24.6 27.7 26.6 22.7 17.1

11.2

4.7

15.00

-.4

4.6

9.9

15.1

3.5

-2.9

6.44

0101 Temperature
Mean Value
C -1.9 -.9
High Temperature
Mean Value
C 2.1 3.1
Low Temperature
Mean Value
C -5.8 -5.0
Precipitation
Mean Monthly Value mm 91.2 91.9
Snowfall
Mean Monthly Value cm 30.2 31.2

18.4

17.8

13.8

8.3

93.7 91.4

82.6 78.5 72.1

82.3 77.7 83.8 107.2 101.9

87.86

17.5

0

.0

8.80

2.8

.0

.0

.0

0

3.3

20.6
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_________________precedents

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

Preliminary Design
scheme a
scheme b
scheme c

schematic design
scheme a_linear bars
scheme b_sound towers

Mid-Term Design
scheme_sound towers

Gate Design
Final Design

process

preliminary design

scheme a_program boxes

75
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scheme b_amorphous sound studios

77

The amorphous sound stages and mixing studios are surrounded by support spaces on either side. The form highlights
the process of creating and editing music by emphasizing the
curvilinear design. Educational and Public spaces surround the
corner and east end of the site.
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Best Buy corner

79

back end of site
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scheme c_linear bars

The linear bars support each different type of
program that encompasses the center. The bars
branching vertically and horizontally to distribute
services in both directions.
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82

83

schematic design

scheme a_linear bars_process

This scheme is the next generation to preliminary
scheme c. The mixing studios intersect the larger
bars that encompass the site.
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86

87

view from I-90

88

view from bolyston street

89

view from back of site

90

corner of Bolyston and Mass Ave

91

view from Best Buy

92

scheme a_linear bars_final

93

The linear bars rack and stack back from the corner of the site and
conform to the registrations of the highway and Bolyston street.
The sound stages (green program boxes) follow these registrations
while the mixing studios intersect the major linear axis. Support
spaces fill the rest of the site along Bolyston street.

circulation and program

94

back elevation

95

program intersection bars
96

back sectional perspective

97

front sectional perspective

98

view from corner

99

100

scheme b_sound towers_process

The sound tower scheme separates the sound stages and mixing studios
in two twisting towers that create a main atrium space used for break
out zones and chance encounters. The program is cladded in a mesh that
shadows the towers and creates a new, different form.
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view from I-90
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view from Bolyston Street

105

view from entry

106

view from corner of site

107

view from Best Buy
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scheme b_sound towers_final

109

The major circulation comes from the edges of both towers into the atrium
space. The public program, located on the first two levels is separated from
the education towers to separate private and public. The towers shift from
the two registrations of the highway and Bolyston Street.

circulation and program
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view from Bvolyston Street

111

mesh skin

program towers

combined form

112

detail of mesh skin

113

detail of glass facade

114

atrium sectional perspectives
115

view from corner of site
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117
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mid-term design

site

120

diagram showing manipulation of form
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122

123

124

cnc milled site study model
125

1/16th scale model
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127

south section
128

view from I-90

129

view from corner of site
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Idea of using sheet music to abstract to create a new, exciting skin for the sound towers
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structure

west site section
132

133

structural model
134

view from atrium space

135

view of theatre lobby
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137

138

gate design

pull

twist

stack

shift
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view from corner of site
141

educational zone

sound stage

mixing studios

administration

solid/ void

public
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1/16th study model
146

147

148

south section
149

cores

decking over I-90
150

structure
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floorplates

152

skin
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view from Bolyston Street
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view from second level
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exploded view of facade
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unfolded elevation of facade_tower 01
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unfolded elevation of facade_tower 02
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view of performance plaza

159

view at library level

160

view from I-90

161

view of service alley

162

final design

Abstract
Society is so influenced by technology that the rhythm of daily life has changed. Inventions and gadgets of today have molded the aspects of interaction. The ability to be “somewhere else” while being
with someone has created a disconnect with present day interactions and behaviors. This has enabled
people to not “Be Here Now” because their physical presence is not important anymore. Technology
has provided society with an option to be somewhere else all the time.
On the other hand, digital technologies and breakthroughs in the realm of architecture has provided
designers the ability to create free-flowing, intensely complex buildings that are able to show their specific design intent. The need to use technologies to create places to bring people back into the “now”
is a challenge. Emphasizing visual and aural experiences in design will break these split worlds we live in
and will enhance different experiences.
The Center for Music Technology unifies a busy, broken corner in the Back Bay of Boston. The in fill
project establishes a continuity to Bolyston Street, while addressing pedestrian circulation issues on
Massachusetts Ave. The corner plaza offers chance interaction and performance areas for the community that generates an active hardscape. Public program on the first level such as retail and dining
reinforce the Bolyston axis. The public rise to the second level where the 200 seat performance hall
offers internal and external performances that enriches the experience.
The two education towers are lifted up from the public zone to provide privacy and focus for the production, editing, and practicing of music. The towers twist and shift to create interior and exterior
break out spaces. This procedure of twisting and shifting breaks the towers and creates an atrium
space for chance encounters and interactions.
The program of the towers are enclosed in a series of trussed frame boxes. Column lines run the
height of the towers while the cross bracing of the frames provide stability and strength. There are
two cores that provide vertical circulation as well as services and mechanical. Each level is serviced
separately according to the demands. The towers are cladded with a perforated metal mesh system
that changes according to the use of each box. The solid sound stages and mixing studios have one
panel system that differs from the more open panel at the education boxes. These panels have different perforations that enable the users to view out to the urban environment.
The center provides Berklee with much needed space while unifying two busy streets in Boston. The
new design will create different experiences for the public and help ground them in their surroundings
and make them aware of the urban environment around them.
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Bolyston Street looking west

mass pike I-90

T station entry at east end of site
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Berklee College of Music
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167

void

registrations

perpendicular

diagonal

168

BCMT

respecting exisiting conditions

structure

169

stack

pull/lift

170

twist

shift

These basic operations come from program constraints and site considerations. The towers separate the public
and student programs while they twist and shift from the registrations of the site. The theatre and performance
plaza are placed on the busy corner of Massachusetts Ave. and Bolyston Street due to the existing building to
the north as well as the busy circulation at the corner. This pushed the towers east away from the commercial/ residential building to respect its surroundings. While being considerably different in form and massing, the
center is respectful and insightful to its site and constraints around.
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performance plaza
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mixing studio

offices

classroom wing

theatre

level 3

offices

restaurant

theatre support

gallery

level 2
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circulation
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south section
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atrium void
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practice rooms

level 5
student lounge

classrooms

sound stage

level 4
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cnc site model with 3D massing model print
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final model
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mixing studio

sound stage

level 7
practice room

labs

computer wing

level 6
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east site section
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corner view
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library

labs

level 9

classrom wing

level 8
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cnc site model with 3D massing model print
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final model
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media labs

level 11

sound stage

mixing studio

level 10
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west site section
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performance plaza

193

194

rooftop terrace

level 13

mixing studio

level 12
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final model
196
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view from second level

198

view from library level
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columns

mullions

decking over I-90

cores
200

skin

floorplates
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structural bay section_control room

framing plan_sound stage

construction details
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sectional perspective_ control room
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Architecture
as a translation
of music
The concept of utilizing music as a
feature of architecture is used to
skin the facade of the theatre. The
workflow of abstracting a piece of
sheet music creates this pattern and
rhythm.

original piece of sheet music

fragmented pattern
206

faceted pattern

mosaic pattern
207

The chosen abstracted design_
This pattern is applied to the skin of the theatre to create a new, different skin.
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final plates
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